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Since the advent of computer-assisted-tomography (CAT), the CAT tech-

niques have been rapidly expanded to the nuclear industry. A number of in-

1-2vestigators have applied these techniques to reconstruct the fuel bundle

configuration inside a subassembly with various degrees of resolution; how-

ever, there has been little data available on the accuracy of these recon-

structions, and no comparisons have been made with the internal structure of

actual irradiated subassemblies. Some efforts have utilized pretest mock-ups

to calibrate the CAT algorithms, but the resulting mock-up configurations do

not necessarily represent an actual subassetnbly, so an exact comparison has

been lacking. The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a

comparison between a CAT reconstruction of an irradiated subassembly and the

destructive examination of the same subassembly.
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The subassembly investigated was a standard EBR-II driver containing 91

spacer-wire wrapped elements. The elements are of a Mark-II design and con-

tain a sodium bonded, metallic uranium-5« weight fissium fuel. The fuel is

contained in a Type 316 stainless steel clad with a 4.41 mm O.D. that is

wrapped with d 1.24 mm O.D. spacer-wire, also made from the same Type 316

stainless steel. The elements are then contained in a Type 304 stainless
3

steel hex can with a 58.17 mm flat-to-flat O.D. and a 1.02 mm thick wall.

The subassembly investigated had attained a burnup of 36 700 MWd or about 9.4

at. % without a breach.

"Potting" is a destructive examination technique that embeds and perma-

nently fixes the fuel elements in a solid matrix. The subassembly is then

sectioned with the individual sections being polished to reveal details of the

element and subassembly structure. The potted section that corresponds to the

seine axial location as the CAT reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1.

For the CAT subassembly reconstruction, a total of 36 neutron radiographs

were taken, at 5° intervals from 0 to 175°, at the Neutron Radiography (NRAD)

facility at the Idaho site of Argonne National Laboratory. The reconstruc-
ts

tion was made using the maximum entropy algorithm, MEPIT. Maximum entropy

techniques are conceptually attractive because they can produce reconstruc-

tions with the smallest information content that are consistent with the

projection data. The CAT reconstruction of the EBR-II fuel bundle appears in

Fig. 2.

Fissiuni is an equilibrium concentration of fission-products left by the
EBR-II pryometallurgical reprocessing cycle.
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A11 of the elements are clearly identified in Fig. 2, and most of the

spacer-v/ires can be distinguished. As a note, one element was loaded in a re-

versed position and its spacer-wire was 180° out-of-phase with the rest of the

spacer-wires. Surprising, the CAT reconstruction was able to identify this

loading error (third element row from bottom of either figure). This implies

that the resolution achieved in this reconstruction is on the order of a

spacer-wire diameter. This reconstruction incorporated no prior knowledge of

the fuel geometry or material characteristics. Algorithms that do incorporate

prior knowledge might provide better quality reconstructions from the same

number of views; however, no attempt has been made to optimize this algorithm.

The element and spacer-wire centerline positions from both figures were

diiii'ized and the coordinate differences were compared. The element center-

line position comparisons had a systematic spread in centerline locations.,

while the spacer-wire centerline location comparison shows no such behavior

(with the differences being uniform for all spacer-wire positions). The

reason for this is that the fuel elements deform axially in a helical spiral

that follows the spacer-wire position.

Apparently the CAT reconstruction did not completely pick up all of the

helical element distortion, although, it did identify some of it. The largest

element centerline different found between the potted and reconstructed

elements was 0.894 mm. This difference is 20.2% of the element diameter (4.42

mm) and is on the order of a spacer-wire diameter (1.24 mm). The smallest

element centerline difference found was 0.050 mm and is 1.1% of the element

diameter. Since LI1FBR elements do not remain straight after irradiation but
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helically deform, future CAT reconstruction algorithms, as well as engineers,

should consider this deformation. Perhaps, another approach would be to use

the nominal hexagonal "straight" array as an initial condition and modify

later element reconstructions from this condition. However, not all studies

will require reconstructions which can discern the helical deformation of ele-

ments with a fine degree of resolution.
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Fig. 1.
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Potted Section of a 91 Element Sub-
assembly. This Corresponds to the
Same Axial Level as the CAT Recon-
struction.
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- i g . 2. CAT Reconstruction of a 91 Element
Subassembly Based on the MENT A l -
gorithm Using 36 Radiographic Views


